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1. Memory is the most frequently invoked
topos in discussions of Bourgeois' work. See for
example Charlotte Kotik, 'The Locus of
Memory: an Introduction to the Work of Louise
Bourgeois', in LouiseBourgeois:TheLocusof
Memory,Works1982-1993, Charlotte Kotik,
Terrie Sultan and ChristianLeigh (eds.) (The
Brooklyn Museum and Abrams: Brooklyn, NY,

1994), pp. 12-28.

Narrative Inside Out: Louise Bourgeois' Spider as
Theoretical
Object
Theoretical Object
Mieke Bal

Entrance
Are they sculptures? installations? buildings? All and none. Triggers of fantasy
and strong statements on art, time, and individual and communal life, Louise
Bourgeois' Cells fold such categorical denominations of media and genre into
one another. From the series, or genre, of works called FemmeMaison, which
explores the relationship between body and building through the relationship
between a woman and her house, to the overtly built Cells, the architectural is
present in her art. Present, but never straightforward, and never alone.
Architecture is invoked, explored, and contested; critically engaged, and
brought to bear on the sculpture within which it is put forward. I will also
argue that the mediating term that glues experimental sculpture with
contested architecture is narrative. This offers an opportunity to explore the
place of narrative in Bourgeois' work as well as in the discourse about it.
It may seem paradoxical to approach this highly architectural work through
the question of narrative. Yet I contend that only by tackling this aspect, which
seems the systematic counterpart of architecture, is it possible to articulate its
effect beyond a rigid division of media. And, as I will argue, it is the
architecturality of the work that is the primary means of overcoming the
boundaries that usually delimit and confine the different arts.
Narrative is a function of Bourgeois' architecture because, uniquely, she
infuses form, including the form that informs her work's architecturality, with
memory.' Not one of her works leaves you indifferent to its personal
atmosphere. Yet, the memories that inhabit them cannot really be 'read',
because they are personal, while the works, made public, are no longer
uniquely bound to one person's history. For, on the level of their theoretical
import, many of the works which are so architectural that they represent,
seem to be, or envelop the viewer in houses, find narrative also a trap.
And rightly so. For one thing, the culture within which art functions today
is suffering from an overdose of narrativity. Tarting the cultural habit of
reducing expressions in any medium to the narratives they are purported to
convey, Bourgeois' recent work is dumbfounding. How can visual works of
art, specifically sculptures that resist coherent figurative readings, tell stories?
And what is the point of attempting to answer such a question anyway?
Bourgeois' work of the last decade - astonishingly varied, dense in meaning
and exuberantly visual, yet difficult to 'read' and far from 'beautiful' - will be
examined here through this double question. The answers lie in the realm
where sculpture becomes architecture and architecture sculpture. Where
these two domains of incompatible scale, volume, and density bounce back on
each other, narrative becomes a tool, not a meaning; a mediator, not a
solution; a participant, not an outsider. By analysing this work in terms of
narrative, then, I also invoke Bourgeois as a cultural philosopher and art critic
who offers a theoretical position on the role of narrative in the discourse on
art.
I will discuss a number of issues pertaining to the cultural status of
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specifically visual narrative and to its function as a cementing force that makes
an ever-mobile flipping over between sculpture and architecture possible. I
will argue this in close dialogue with one of Bourgeois' most famous recent
pieces, Spider,from 1997. Gigantic and fragmented, enigmatic and suggestive,
this sculpture, or installation, or building, solicits, yet resists, a narrative
approach. It belongs both to the Cells series and to a series of works figuring
Spiders.
The former is a series of- to date - thirty large, uniquely significant works,
made in the period 1986 to 1999, and perhaps best characterized as sculptural
installations with a sense of habitatthat makes them architectural. All different,
each work is self-contained, an autonomy to which the concept, form, and
even title of the series bear witness. Despite this proclaimed completeness, the
concept of each work is so specific, and so consistently maintained, that their
most characteristic aspect - architectural self-containment - enforces the
acknowledgement that what we have here is really a series.
Most of the works have been superbly published and thoroughly discussed
and analysed as a series in a recent book, which ought to be considered as
background for the present essay.2 Here, I will consider these works as
conceptually self-reflexive. Their concept makes a statement about this art that
is between sculpture and architecture, which hinges on ambivalence toward
narrative. In other words, the Cells are, among many other things, richly
theoretical in their conception and impact; so much so, that the first word that
came to mind when I was groping to grasp their impact was the term theoretical
object.As I have argued elsewhere, that term refers to works of art that deploy
their own artistic and, here, visual, medium to offer and articulate thought
about art.3
The ensemble of works here called Spiders,less systematically studied as a
series, consists of a large number of drawings, sculptures, and installations,
each representing a huge spider, sometimes in combination with a small one,
hovering over a page, a wall, a ceiling, a room, and here, a Cell. Although less
studied, the Spidershave produced a different kind of text, one that is more
difficult to call critical (although for me criticism is one of its important
functions): literary narrative.4 The most frequently discussed aspect of the
Spiders- the mood of the past that they convey- is also its most insistently
narrative aspect. It is mostly talked about in terms of quotations by the artist.
The Spidersappear to resist critical analysis. The fact that the most extensive
commentary on them is a literary, fictional narrative therefore seems fitting.
They are intensely figurative, hair-raisingly strong in their effect on the viewer,
and almost compulsorily narrative. How can you see a big spider and not go
back to childhood curiosity, comfort, terror, indeed, to actively experiencing
those feelings?
Unlike the Cells, the Spidersdo not invoke architecture. Yet through the
narrativity that inheres to their figurativity and through their appeal to mood,
they invoke the home.5 Which is where memories of spiders belong, and
where little children spin their dreams out of spiders and their webs. Webs
that catch and enfold whatever comes their way. Moreover, the legs of spiders,
blown up to Bourgeoisian scale, are sturdy columns, supporting the weight of
the body and its descendants. Through sheer aggrandizement, they become a
skeleton of the house. Thus, they join the Cells in their endeavour to build a
sense of habitat. Having become architectural in size, they become
architectural in essence: the body is a building. Size alone can do that. Or
can it? The building is a body; here, memory comes in, spinning the stories
that allow the spider to grow big enough to be a building.

2. Rainer Crone and Petrus Graf Schaesberg,
Louise Bourgeois: The Secret of the Cells (Prestel-

Verlag: Munich/London/New York, 1998). I
will try to avoid overlap with this study, an
attempt which entails sacrificingaspects of the
1997 Spiderthat would otherwise require
commentary.
3. In Reading 'Rembrandt':Beyond the World-Image

Opposition(Cambridge University Press: New
York, 1991), I theorized about this aspect of
visual art in terms of propositional content. In
Quoting Caravaggio: ContemporaryArt, Preposterous

History(University of Chicago Press: Chicago,
1999), I have argued that the term 'theoretical
object' is better suited to foregroundingboth
the theoretical thought and the visual
articulation of that thought in visual objects.
The term 'theoretical object' is related to the
term 'meta-painting'; see Victor Stoichita, The
Self-Aware Image: An Insight into Early Modern

Meta-Painting(CambridgeUniversity Press:
Cambridge, 1997).
4. Marie Darrieussecq, 'Dans la maison de
Louise/Louise's House', in LouiseBourgeois:
oeuvres recentes/Recent Works (capcMusee d'art

contemporain: Bordeaux; Serpentine: London,
1997).
5. Significantly,in patriarchalcultures, the
word 'house' is ambiguous. It refers to the
dwelling place the local and architectural
meaning as well as the lineage the historical
and hence, narrativemeaning; see Mieke Bal,
Death and Dissymmetry: The Politics of Coherence in

the Bookof udges (University of Chicago Press:
Chicago, 1988). This founding ambiguity
resonates, I contend, in Bourgeois' series Femme
Maison.
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6. It is as a consequence of one of the most
baffling features of Bourgeois' work that my
analysis of this one installation cannot be taken
to 'stand for', or represent, the work as a
whole, except to the extent that its very
complexity is representative of all her other
works. Nor can my analysisbe considered
comprehensive, due to another major feature of
her work. The strong impact on the viewer
which, I contend, is another major feature if not
medium, or at least part and parcel of it, makes
my own participationin the construction of the
analysis not only inevitable but also necessaryparadoxically to do it justice.
7. I saw Spiderin the Centro Cultural de
Belem, Lisbon, in August 1998, and in the
Serpentine Gallery, London, in January1999.
These were two widely differing experiences.
The impact of the exhibition space and the
neighbouring works in a specific show is both
important and difficult to analyse. A significant
feature of the work seems to involve offering
permeability to such contingencies; yet, writing
about that aspect puts my readers at a
disadvantage.It is precisely that temporal and
spatial existence in the world which
characterizesthe experience of the work that
cannot be fixed in writing, or in photography.
On issues of exhibition, see my book Double
Exposures: The Subject of Cultural Analysis

(Routledge: New York and London, 1996).
8. From Benjamin's description of a dialectical
image (Sigrid Weigel,

Body- and Image-Space: Re-

readingWalterBenjamin,trans. Georgina Paul
with Rachel McNicholl and Jeremy Gaines
(Routledge: New York and London, 1996),

p. 69.

A theoretical object with a strong narrative appeal to create 'home-ness':
what else can I do but try to understand, on its own terms and by way of
thinking about narrative, what this work has to say and do? On its own terms,
mind you; and that prior decision, however obvious it appears, is not easy to
live up to when narrative comes into play. Narrative is centrifugal; it entices
you to spin off, develop strands that move away from the centre of attention,
from the work of art, like so many silvery threads that run outward from the
spider in her web.
When one is confronted with an oeuvre as extensive as Bourgeois', even a
study of only her recent work requires rigorous limitation. Over against the
predominance of overviews, too often petering out into biographism, I wish to
approach her oeuvre through a close engagement with a single work without
in the least claiming to give a comprehensive analysis of even this one work.6
For the duration of this writing, Spider(1997) will be my home.
Having seen Spider in two recent exhibitions, it seems to me eminently
suitable to question the predominant mode of discussing art, namely through
narratives about it.7 But, although typical of Bourgeois' work, questioning
common practice is never a purpose in itself. Perhaps the strength of her art
comes from a firm determination to do something with whatever she is critical
of. Blowing up those cultural habits that clog down thinking from within, she
merrily goes on after a decisive turn, wasting no time in sitting down with
negative conclusions. Through Spider,then, narrative as the sloth of artwriting
is stopped in its tracks, while at the same time the work simultaneously
proposes a conception of visual narrative that counters the reductionism
inherent in that common mode of artwriting.
In short, where the Cells seem to defy the notion of narrative, the Spiders
appear to impose it. And whereas late recognition of the artist as one of the
most significant sculptors of the twentieth century has led to a flurry of arthistorical and, mostly, biographical narratives, her work's resistance to
attempts to reduce it to either story disturbs any comprehensive reading of her
work and of those surrounding, perhaps obscuring, and at any rate distracting,
narratives. In order to understand Spider, then, it seems imperative to
understand narrative and its persistent presence in writing about art. For it is
from underneath the dust gathered by narrative compulsion that I would like
to explore the way this work does not tell a story, but builds one, a different
one, but one that, in a multiplicity of ways, matters.

Description shipwrecked
... an image is that in whichthe has-beencomes togetherin a flash withthe Nowto forma
constellation.
WalterBenjamin8

But first, the point of the question about narrative: why ask this? It seems so
much more in line with visual discipline to simply describe the work. So, let
me try to do that first. The following description was drawn from my notes of
a first viewing. It serves here a number of purposes. First, it will have to make
do as a humble supplement to the photographs, together with these proposing
a poor substitute for the visual experience that readers of this text can no
longer have. This basic lack, inherent in any criticism of Spider that comes after
the fact of the visual experience, can only be accepted; but whereas it must be
acknowledged beforehand, its theoretical inevitability will come to the fore as
I proceed.
Second, the description is also a ground, or perhaps fabric, through which
OXFORD
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Frederic
Fig. 1. LouiseBourgeois:Spider,1997, steel and mixedmedia, 175 x 262 x 204 in. Courtesyof Cheim& Read, NewYork.(Photograph:
Delpech.)

the discussion of the different narrative modes presented below will gain a
minimum of relief.9 Third, and more specifically, the very limitations of this
description also offer some insight into the functioning of the narrative motor
in the present of viewing that I will claim helps understand the kind of 'virtual
reality' that, in my interpretation, Bourgeois' Spider, of the Cells series as a
theoretical object, 'theorizes', as well as demonstrates through building it. My
interventions in the description - indeed, my incapacity to confine myself to
description due to narrative's overruling power - can be seen as examples of
the way in which the visual machine enforces the subject's participation in the
description's own undoing. For these reasons the description below is
provisional and itself subject to analysis; hence, its graphic distinction.
Atfirstsight:a roundcage, about4.5 meters in diameterand 5 meters high.Wovensteel sturdierthan chickenwire- in sections of about 1 meter.Insideis a sitting-room
chair,witha
at firstsight, this structureis dominatedby a
fragmentof old woventapestryon it. Correction:
giganticbronzespider,loomingover it. Inorderto see the cage and its elements, one has to
dareto confrontthe spider,to approachthe cage betweenher legs.

9. While not at all claiming a naive spontaneity
of visual experience as thefabula of this
account, I have not rearrangedmy notes, which
were detached, but contented myself with
shaping sentences out of them, much as the
'secondary elaboration' that Freud rightly claims
to inform any narrativegiven in a wakened state
of a dream experienced during sleep (Sigmund
Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams, in James
Strachey (ed.), Standard Edition of the Complete
Worksof Sigmund Freud, vol. V (Hogarth Press:

London), pp. 533-621. Whereas this
elaboration - this description - is therefore
inevitably secondary, it is still, to remain within
the Freudianframework, pre-analytical,
preceding as it does the 'free associations' that
bring the work of censorship, through
displacement, condensation, and visual
elaboration, to the fore.
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The spideris enormous,dramatically
challengingscale and the humanbody'stendencyto be
its measure.The legs are thickyet, likea ballerina's,they stand on fine pointsof needle-sharp
'toes'. Thespider'sbodycoincideswiththe inside,the verycentre,of the cell. Dueto the legs'
heightand yet slendershape, it is not easy to determinewhereI, as a viewer,stand.
To one side of the exteriorof the cage a fragmentof tapestry is affixed, with antique
architecturerepresentedin it. Thisis quiteemphatic:the formsin the woventrompe-l'oeilare
strikinglysquare,representinglinearperspectiveextendingto the left. Thesquareness seems
introducedas a counterpointagainstwhichthe roundformof the Cellagitates.
Fromthe middleof this piece of tapestrya fragmentedwomanlooks at us (Fig.2). Hermiddle
body,fromchinto legs, is missinga part;the missingparthas an S-shape. Herlegs are
crossed, withone foot extendedto the lowerrightcornerof the fragment.Herleft armis
extendedupwards,to pulla representedfabricthroughan ironringmountedon a woodenblock
in the ceiling,as if she is decoratingthe room- whileshe, as a wovenfigurein a tapestry,is
herselfa decoration.Thisdecoratingactivityis foregroundedby anotherring,whichalreadyhas
the bow in it that this fabricmaybe expectedto take the shape of in the nearfuture.
Overthis piece of fabricthe enormousleg of the spiderwhichis nearest to it curvesbackto
the fabric,duplicatingin three-dimensional
space the S-shapeof the missingpartof the
woman'sbody.Thisleg is the onlyone that goes backto the cage. Ofthe seven legs, six bend
to the
awayfromit, in a varietyof curves.Allseven legs are clearlylively,contributing
counterpointof the ancient,wovenarchitecture:
they embodyanti-regularity.
At the heightof the spider's 'knee' (reallyheel), two pieces of bone (emptiedof marrow)are
insertednextto each otherintothe spaces betweenthe wovensteel threads,just belowthe
upperedge of the lowerpanel. Bonefromthe grave,bone fromsoup-makingin the kitchen.
Deathand life in one. Bonewitha hole in it, wherethe marrowonce was; solid matter,and yet
just a framearoundemptiness (Fig.3).
More to the left another fragmentof fabric is mounted, facing the chair's back. In this
fragmentare crowns,an owlflyingupwards,curls,a blue sky. To the left at the openingof the
doorthat is ajar,a bit lowerthanthe previousfragment,anothershowingwhatmightbe the
backof a churchdignitaryand bits of otherfigures.Thecostume displaysa powerfulposition
butthe figureshave no heads, no faces. Theonlyface is that of the owl(Fig.4).
Mygaze wavers fromthese fragmentson the outside wall of the cage to inside the cage,
wherethe chairstands so alone (Fig.5). Thechairin the cage is quiteordinary,likea director's
chair;but it is madeto lookhistorical,almost likea throne,bythe fabricthrownover it. Not
look is theatrical,overtlypresentedas fake, just a layer.The part
really:the historicizing
hangingdownhas tassels. Ordoes it? Thetassels are not real,onlyflat representationsof
tassels, pokingfun at the bodywhose ambitionit is to sit there and directthis multiplyfictitious
play.
Fromhere to the left, still inside the cage, a tapestrypanel leans against the wall. Herewe
can see a sandalledfoot, a calf, lowerleg, walking.Some thingrass, flowers(Fig.6). Thescene
is set outside, althoughinsidethe cage. Itfaces inwards,representingthe outdooras inwardly
as in a dream.Acrossfromit anotherfragmentmountedon a plantlooks back.The lowerbody
of a puttowhose smile we can onlyimagine.He lifts his left leg, displayingthe gapinghole
betweenhis legs, wherescissors have exercisedcensorshipin yet anotherpast. Thewoven
steel of the cage's wallbehindthe figureunwittingly
offers a cross, crossingout whatwas there
and foregrounding
the act againstthe body.
The door, behindthe chair, is covered, for about two thirds of its width and from top to
bottom,witha tapestryrepresentinga woodedlandscape:trees, leaves, plants, birds.It looks
idyllic,but at the bottoma swan is turningits head to face a monstroussnake witha gaping
mouth.Lookingback,the peacefullyflyingbirdsseem to be in flight,escapingthe primaldanger
of the millennialsnake (Fig.7). Since this scene is affixedto the cell's door,whichis open, the
holes in the fabricseem to facilitatethe transmissionof this danger,facingoutward,to the
insideof the cell.
Thismomentis crucial.Thedooris ajar;the cell no longercloses off. Threatis no longerjust
outsidethe cell. Thespider's legs cannotprotect:already,the walls are onlybars, imprisoning
but not protecting;the dooris alreadyopenedto the outside,to the snake who is lookingat
me. Andthen I see the key, hangingthere for everyoneto grab.Orjust to see?
Nextto the dooron the lowerpanel is a small bone, not stuck betweenthe bars but hungon
a threadto balanceinside, againstthe steel but detachedfromit. Whyhanging?Atthe dividing
line betweenthis paneland the next panel,three small glass cuppingjars, upsidedownas if
drying,stand on shortpins (Fig.8). A bit higher,abovethe middleof the upperpanel,a key
hangs insidethe cage. A bit to the rightof it, still higherup, anotherbone, a bit larger,sewn to
the steel. Hereand there I nowsee moreof those small bones.
The panel of fabricstands inside, on the cell's floor, has a bit of tapestryon its outside, a
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Pompeianstill-lifewitha blackbackground,a bit of architectural
trompe-l'oeil.Onthe left,
behindthe chair,is a curlyarchitectural
decoration,a birdsittingon a ring,witha small
fragmenton top of it. Onthe bottom,inside, a small piece mountedon a steel plate. A hole has
deliberatelybeen piercedthroughbothfabricand steel. The steel plate is leaningon the
outside.
ground.On its inside a putto,leaves, and fruitrecallthe idyllic-yet-threatening
Wherethe panels meet, inside on a hook is a blackrubberbody,witha shape similarto the
pinkone in 'InRespite'exhibitedin the same show, in the SerpentineGalleryin London,
sharingits space. Theblackbodyhas big needles stuck into it, brooches,a bunchof medals
(Figs9 and 10).
The spidercovers the top of the cell. But once you get used to it, the scale makes the legs
turnintocolumnswhose functionas protectiveguardsyou don't respect any longer.The
smallness of some of the objects entices youto come closer, so close that the spiderlooses
its wholeness. The scale changes:the cell becomes a large,almost emptyroom,the spider's
legs outside it recede intoa background,behindmyback. Don'tturnaround.
Inside hang chains with perfumebottles, a medal, a watch. Especiallythe perfumebottle

Fig. 2. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia, 175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:
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10. On the theoretical point, see, for example,
Gerard Genette's 'Frontiers of Narrative', in
Figuresof LiteraryDiscourse,trans. Alan Sheridan
(Columbia University Press: New York, 1981),
pp. 127-44. Svetlana Alpers' seminal study The
Art of Describing:DutchArt in the Seventeenth
Century(University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
1984), while based on opposition between
(Dutch) descriptive and (Italian) narrativeart,
does not provide a definition of description, nor
does she discuss the difficulty of separatingthe
two modes.
11. Even though this insight has not prevented
the space/time opposition between image/word
to continue to flourish. On Duchamp's Optical
Machines,see Rosalind E. Krauss, The Optical
Unconscious
(MIT Press: Cambridge, MA, 1993).

leads me back in time, accompaniedbythe imaginedtickingof grandfather'swatch(Figs11
and 12). Whichsecret loveror lost childof anothercenturyis hiddenby scale and disclosed by
the openingof that tinylocket(Fig.13)? The middleof the cell, its ceiling,has giganticeggs in
a basket whichis also the bodyof the spider,makingherfemale, motherly(Fig.14). Butthis
basket is not as centralforthe viewerstandingoutside as it is forthe imaginarysubjectsitting
in the chair,or forthe luckyvisitorallowedto enterand turnthis virtualseat intoan actualone.
Withthis subjectI must identifyor I won'tbe able to see the eggs. Heteropathicidentification
is
requiredto see them. Fromthat position- which,in securedexhibitedspaces, almost no viewer
can reach,but all can imagine- the spider's legs convergeto forma constellation.
The basket contains shiny, glass eggs, partlycovered with nylontights that look like thin
rustedsteel. Thebodyof the spideropens to dropthe eggs intothe basket, whichis thus
transformedfrompartof the bodyintooutside container.Whereis the body'sunity?The bodyis
nowvertical.Walkingout backwards,I hit a leg. Thealarmmightsound. Get out of her now!or
you neverwill.

Description, as many specialists of narrative have pointed out, is challenged,
dominated, if not ruined, by narrative, whose handmaiden it is. Ever since
Homer insisted that Achilles' shield could only be described during its making
in Vulcan's foundry, description for its own sake has been an embarrassment
to narrative. And even when description was foregrounded as the sole purpose
of writing, its bond with the subject that is speaking about, perceiving, or
acting upon the described object has been more, rather than less, insistently
narrated. It is due to the participation of the viewing subject that any
description, therefore, melts into the narration of the process that makes it
possible.10 But precisely how does narrative intervene in my attempt at
describing Spider?
The first answer is simple and short. The account can only be an account of
viewing the work. This is not, or not only, due to the undeniable fact that
viewing is by definition a process. Ever since Marcel Duchamp's Optical
Machinesof the 1920s, we know that the rapid glance is a myth, or at least a
mistake.1l This work, instead, foregrounds, in many ways represents, that
obvious fact - obvious, but massively repressed in the discourse on art. As is
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Fig. 3. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia, 175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:
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12. For an elaboration of trauma, see Ernst van
Alphen, Caught b) History: Holocaust Effects in
ContemporariyArt, Literature, and Theory (Stanford

University Press: Stanford, 1997). On cultural
Spitzer (eds.), Acts of Memory: Cultural Recall in

thePresent
(Universityof New England:
Hanover, NH, 1999).

Fig. 4. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia, 175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:

true of all works of visual art, but clearly not obviously enough, here the
viewer cannot - can simply not at all - see the entire work in one Augenblick.
Many aspects of the work enforce a viewing that takes time, imposing an
awareness of that temporality.
The narrative of viewing rivals the narrative of memory whose presence one
senses yet cannot grasp. For the memories here are not narrated; they are just
put there, like the found objects they, in fact, are. Memories are found objects
that we routinely integrate into narrative frames derived from the cultural
stock available to us. Unless, that is, they resist such integration because the
place where they are found - the past of the recalling person - does not
provide such ground for integration. This would be the case with events so
horrific that the one to whom they happen lacks the necessary framework to
experience them. This characterizes trauma.2 By presenting memories as
found objects, Bourgeois makes them appear as scraps or bits of a past that
hover on the undecidable yet profound divide between memory and trauma.
Through the need to experience the temporality of looking, the narratives that
turn this Cell into a house also slam the door on the viewer trying to read the
stories. Her stories of the past glue to our stories of looking, but remain
opaque.
Old bits of narrative stick to the cage's wall. The very surfaces which
constitute it - the fragments of tapestry - also constitute visual barriers that
make peeking inside the cage an effort, steps taken one by one. The spider
which names and claims this work also enforces an approach that precludes
simultaneous viewing of its body and the Cell it hides, protects, and is. The
tapestries are the walls they also decorate. It is precisely in this double function
that they become indexes of architecture.
Enforcing a narrative awareness of the hiccuping temporality of viewing, the
work at the same time destroys its own narrativity. Its overall shape already
does that. The round form deploys time, since you have to walk around it, yet
prevents any attempt at gauging the length of its span. Roundness offers no
110 OXFORD ART JOURNAL 22.2 1999
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beginning, no end. And once you have walked around the cage, avoiding
collision with the hard bronze legs of the spider, the chair with its fragment of
tapestry is still sitting there, mute and full of narrative, of tales broached but
not revealed by the fragments encountered on my round.
More persistently perhaps, more obviously at any rate, the narratives
whispered by the fragments of tapestry intervene, teasing my account, daring
it to claim description and objectivity by means of irresistible tales from the
past that threaten to take over in the 'third-person' voice where the tales preexist my reading of them. Here, tales of renaissance or represented
renaissance, always-already citations of and from ancient times, stopping the
walk around the cage, holding the viewer back with their beckoning onceupon-a-time-ness, like tar sticking to her shoes. Fabulasof walkers and women,
details of nature and ancient architectural settings capturing the acts of

Fig. 5. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia,175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:
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Rg. 6. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia,175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:

decorating in a temporality whose multiple layers can no longer be
disentangled, stop that feminine figure about to insert fabric into a ring,
suspending her movement. They also stop me. Trying to understand what is
going on, I already participate in the restoration of the ancient narrative of
decoration. The restoration which, in the present, is an act of building.
Narrativity can no longer be disentangled from architecture. Without the
former, the latter would fall apart. Without the latter, narrative would have
nowhere to go.
Most decisively, the attempt to describe flounders in the entanglement
between object and process that this work, in the present of viewing, seems to
utter. In the very act of describing, I am compelled to tell the story of what
happens to me as I try. While the object does not remain still, the relation it
imposes on my eye, no, on my entire body - since I have to walk in order to
see, and avoid [the spider's legs] in order to approach [the cage] - that relation
is subjected to a movement in the time of now - aJetz-zeit according to Walter
Benjamin - in which the sculpture tells itself through me. My bodily
participation in this now-act tears and claws at the category of sculpture. With
each step, the Cell gains momentum as a building.
Here, the distinction between narrative and description flounders; narrative
emerges victorious, and must be reckoned with. Rock-hard, like a cliff beneath
the seas, narrative remains. Its predominance, then, is not the problem, for
why consider an inevitability problematic? Its modes, the ways it insinuates
itself in what I set out to perform against it - visual description - militate
against the illusion of visual purity that underlies the medium-essentialism
inherited from modernism. This is a first way in which Spiderpositions itself,
Bourgeois' art, and contemporary visual experience within a messy realm of
existence that admits no boundaries - either of space, or of time. It becomes
the habitat of the present. Narrative, in this now-time, has a corollary in art
criticism, a discourse that might do well to heed this work's discursive
revisionism.
112 OXFORD ART JOURNAL 22.2 1999
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Narrative and Its Discontents
13. This was Schroedinger'sanswer to the
question posed to him in 1944 while he was in
exile from Germany: 'What is the characteristic
of life? When is a piece of matter said to be
alive?', cited by Evelyn Fox Keller, Refiguring
Biology
Life:Metaphors
of Twentieth-Century
(Columbia University Press: New York, 1995),
pp. 66-7. In the same paragraph,Keller refers
to Schroedinger as 'the father of quantum
mechanics'.

[Lifeis w]henit goes on 'doingsomething',moving,exchangingmaterialwithits environment,
and so forth,and that for a muchlongerperiodthanwe wouldexpect an inanimatepiece of
matterto 'keep going'undersimilarcircumstances.
ErwinSchroedinger13

A number of different deployments of narrative predominate in talk about art.
All of these are both solicited and questioned by Bourgeois' work in general
and by Spiderspecifically. But the work does not stop at questioning. It offers a
revision of each deployment, proposing new ways of thinking this age-old
mode of communicating through stories, so that, in the end, narrative can
come forward again, but in a new guise. What distinguishes the old narrative
from the one that Spider articulates and activates is temporality. By the

Fig. 7. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia,175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:
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imposition and foregrounding of the messy temporality involving Jetz-zeit,
Bourgeois' narrativity binds sculpture to architecture. But narrative as cement
is no longer what it used to be.
The most common narrative modes can be characterized by the position of
anteriorstories. In the sharpest formulation, the visual work is then considered
an illustrationof a narrative that precedes it and to which it is subordinated, its
success being measured in terms of adequacy. Under the heading of
anteriority, I wish to confront a variety of approaches together, although
proponents of these approaches will tend to consider them fundamentally
different. But Spider challenges them all under the same heading, under the
roof of the spider's eggs.

Fig. 8. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia, 175 x 262 x 204 in.
AttilioMaranzano.)
(Photograph:
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14. For an example of this, but also, for
extensive visuals, see the detailed study edited
by KristinaHermann Fiore, Apolloe Dafne del
Bernininella GalleriaBorghese(Silvana Editoriale:
Milan, 1997).
15. See, for example, Pamela Askew's study
Caravaggio's'Deathof the Virgin'(Princeton
University Press: Princeton, 1990).

Various practices of iconography exemplify the problems this narrative mode
of anteriority poses. For example, iconographic analysis is often a search for
antecedent works of art, other images in which motifs, poses, compositional
schemata, conceptualizations or allegories were already used, so that the latter
is affiliated with visual predecessors. In other cases, iconographical analysis
explains pictorial elements with reference to textual sources. Representations
of mythical stories are referred back, for example, to Ovid's Metamorphoses.I
know of no writing on Bernini's Apollo and Daphne from 1622-1625, at the
Borghese Gallery in Rome, for example, that does not 'explain' or 'describe'
the sculpture in terms of Ovid's story.14 Specific inflections and details are
explained as visual interpretations of textual features of the story. Or, to give
another example, Caravaggio's paintings are explained with reference to
Counter-Reformation dogma and the discussion of fine points thereof.'5

Fig. 9. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia, 175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:
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Whether iconography seeks to pinpoint the antecedent story as a source for a
perfect match or significant deviation, or whether it construes the antecedent
as a sounding board against which the posterior visual work can stand out in its
difference, the narrative of anteriority uses the prior text or image as a
measuring stick. This is what iconography does to Bourgeois' work: the
spiders are metaphors for the artist's mother; the tapestries come from the
parents' workshop. Why, then, can we not 'own' those stories, read them off
the page so that they replace the mute objects we see?
Regardless of whether this corresponds to the avowed wish of the writer,
the major thrust of such anteriority narratives consists of diminishing the
studied work's 'originality', in a justified impulse to cast off romantic notions
of art. Thus, where Caravaggio or Rembrandt used to be considered geniuses,
now they have become craftsmen doing a job for patrons who, it must

Fig. 10. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia, 175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:
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16. A striking example, up to its subtitle
'genius under commission', is Bert Treffers'
study of a few paintings by Caravaggio,
Caravaggio:
genie in opdracht.Een kunstenaaren
in het Romevan rond 1600
zijn opdrachtgevers
(SUN: Nijmegen, 1991).
17. For this argument, see my book Quoting
Caravaggio.

therefore be deduced, really 'invented' the work.16 Artists have cannily led the
way to this much-needed revision of romantic preconceptions of art. And a
work that integrates discarded perfume bottles, pieces of bone, and old fabric,
a work where nothing in itself bears the artist's signature as 'hand', must
certainly agree with such a rejection of the idolatry of originality. It has, in
fact, proposed that very rejection.
However welcome this anti-romantic attitude may have been in its time,
though, it has now become a paradoxical tool to undermine the very art it is
alleged to serve.17 For it defeats the point of visual art which is not to reiterate
but to innovate, to offer experiences and insights, sights and sites that we did
not as yet possess. This has nothing to do with romantic originality, but a lot to
do with art's efficacy (rather than 'essence'); with an understanding of art as
process; with cultural life at the crossroads of significant events. Thus, by

Fig. 11. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia, 175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:
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specifically ignoring the visuality of the particular work, a narrative of
anteriority bypasses what the work of art as a theoretical object has to say.
This, I contend, is one of Spider's theoretical propositions. It effectuates that
proposition - 'enunciates' it - through its imposition of a bodily participation
by the viewer who, caught up between narrativity and sculpturality, 'builds' a
home for old stories in the now.
Anteriority is also the backdrop of historicizing accounts that avoid
iconography while remaining committed to a view of the history of art as an
ongoing probing of issues of form. The anteriority, here, is entangled with the
notion that each artist cannot but be embedded in, or 'framed' by, the art of

Fig. 12. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia, 175 x 262 x 204 in.
AttilioMranzano.)
(Photograph:
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18. Rosalind E. Krauss, Bachelors(MIT Press:
Cambridge, MA, 1999), p. 54; emphasis added.

his or her time. This, of course, is true. But not all artistswork within a single
time. Bourgeois' work would obviously resist definition in terms of such
periodizinggestures. Yet, even a sophisticatedcritic such as Krausslapsesinto
this anterioritywhen she claims: 'But Louise Bourgeois is an artist of the
immediate postwar period - of the late 1940s and the 1950s - not of the
generationof the seventies.'18
Againstsuch assignationto the past, the messiness
of Spider'stemporarily is Bourgeois' mighty means to assert it firmly as
belonging to the Jetz-zeit,to the now that her work is, at this very moment,
and with your help, building.
To be fair, the context in which Kraussproffered this statement makes
sense - an interpretationof Fillette,from 1968, or rather, of Mapplethorpe's
1982 photograph of Bourgeois with Fillette, which already complicated the

periodization.Yet 1968 is not the immediatepostwar period. Indeed, it was
the year of the most radicalbreakwith that period, and the breakconcerned,
precisely, the destructive effect of a reliance on anteriority that lacked
engagementwith the present. Both that significantyear and Bourgeois'almost
performance-art-likework on and in the present makes the periodizationin
Krauss'remark not quite adequate. And yet, the subsequentargumentthat
Bourgeois' work - not only Fillette- is best considered through Brancusi's

Fig. 13. LouiseBourgeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia, 175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:
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reduction of form, posits the anteriority narrative clearly and emphatically as a
frame within which to articulate the specific effects of the art. Unlike most,
Krauss does not superpose this narrative with obedience to influence but
instead argues for Bourgeois' polemic with her predecessors. Krauss'
inevitable subtext is a binary opposition: this rather than that; Brancusi
rather than later 'scandal' art.
As a result of this subtext, Krauss ends up with a double argument. On the
one hand, Bourgeois is distinctive in her deployment of what the critic calls
part-objects, a Lacan-informed view of the relation to the object of desire,
rather than a (formal) identification with fragmentation of self. This is a highly
relevant interpretation. On the other hand, this specificity is referred back to
'the surrealist background from which it springs'.19 Here, anteriority becomes
a prison. The fixation on chronology that anteriority narratives espouse makes
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Fig. 14. LouiseBougeois:Spider(detail),1997, steel and mixedmedia,175 x 262 x 204 in.
MarcusSchneider.)
(Photograph:
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20. 'Primal' as in Freud's concept of the primal
scene, that occurs when the child witnesses
parental intercourse and fails to understandit.
This primal visual experience is formative and
can be traumatic in the sense explained above.
Within the short duration of the experience
with a Cell, the subliminal sense of houseis just
such a formative experience that is strong in its
impact even if the precise nature of that impact
cannot be pinned down. See for a definition of
primalscene,J. Laplancheand J. B. Pontalis, The
Language of Psychoanalysis, trans. Donald

Nicholson-Smith (Norton: New York, 1973).

it impossible to endorse a logic which would allow Bourgeois to prefigure,
rather than follow.
Anteriority is also the ground against which biographical or psychoanalytical
accounts of art place the work. Here, the timeline spans not the history of
mythology and art but the life of the artist. This life as a narrative allegedly
inhabits the work it yields, shaping it and informing its affective and aesthetic
power. And when biographical criticism explains motifs with reference to the
artist's life, biographism blends with iconography. This happens when, for
example, Bourgeois' use of fragments of tapestry is explained by the
biographical fact of her parents' work in tapestry restoration rather than by
focusing on the possible meanings and effects of- to mention one of this use's
most obvious features - thefragmentation of the old fabrics.
Do not misunderstand me; I too find Bourgeois' background important. I
imagine the young girl working in the workshop whose smell alone must have
infused her body with all the moods that historicity, time gone, produce in one
growing up and dreaming. I imagine Emma Bovary's dreams killing her as an
after-effect of growing up. But Bourgeois did not drown there. She grew up
and out of that workshop, and what she does with the fragments of this past is,
in a precise sense, build the walls that stand between her and old times, in the
habitat of now-time. As an antidote to the smell of dust, the young girl's
perfume bottles are refreshing.
Within biographism, another blending occurs, although it should be
impossible. Here I am referring to the appeal to the artist's intentions, her
own interpretations of the works and explanations of how they happened, as it
combines with the psychoanalytical slant of criticism. This is contradictory.
For the two latter narrative models of explanation utilize a different, if not
radically opposed, conception of subjectivity and agency. Biographical
criticism is grounded in a rationalist, unified conception of subjectivity as
effectively intentional. It appeals to the artist's intentions. And in cases such as
Bourgeois', where the artist is extremely articulate and strongly committed to
preventing the misunderstandings that constantly threaten her complex work
so as to present her work according to her intentions, the criticism of the work
tends to reiterate simply what the artist says it means. The result is the
frequent quotations from her statements and interviews that intersperse
presentations of her work. This biographism is blended with iconography
when critics reiterate, after Bourgeois, that the figure of the spider is a
metaphor for her mother's protective and caring attitude within family life.
But if we want to dream about a non-reductive engagement with visual art,
this reason-based subjectivity must be allowed to go to sleep. In its dreams,
then, it will encounter its counterpart. For psychoanalytical criticism, on the
other hand, is by definition committed to exploring unconscious impulses
alleged to pour forth from the work. Strictly speaking, such criticism cannot
appeal to intentionalist statements at all. The conception of the subject
underlying such criticism is, or ought to be, that of a split subject who, to use
Freud's words, is not master in his or her own house.
In the case of Bourgeois' Cells, this Freudian phrase is particularly apt.
For these works appear in shape as well as content to be houses in just such
a double sense. The Cells are, or represent, houses in a literal sense, in the
enclosed shape and shelter they suggest. This is their primal sense of
architecture.20 They are both building blocks and complete houses, bodyhouses. In this sense, they recall an earlier series of works called Femme
Maison, through which Bourgeois' work moved pivotally from two- to
three-dimensional. Here, Cells militate against the predominant model in
OXFORD ART JOURNAL 22.2 1999 121
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that art of the spirit of building, of the house as unified, idealized,
symmetricalbody. And they are, represent, or rather, performthe house
where the Freudian subject whose own house it is, is not master. For,
figuratively,the Cellsare houses of the mind, in the childhood memories
they obviously house. The huge spider brings in its wake the small child
who first saw it. That anteriority, instead of the biographicalone, infuses
the work with an outrageousinstabilityof scale that turns a sculptureinto a
building and back again. This is the level where narrativity- not specific
narrativecontent- serves as the cement that builds the house.
The Freudiansensibility- ratherthanthe content - of the Cellsas houses of
the mind consists, moreover, of a precise, sensitive, very subtle resonance
with the famous metaphor of the creator of psychoanalysis.For, masterful
works of art as they are, 'mastery' is not the sense they convey. Instead,
'mystery'is more like it. Theirstrongaffectandpower of meaning-production
suggest precisely the kind of subjectivitythat would generate what cultural
philosopher Walter Benjaminphrased as 'ungraspedsymbolism' and what
psychoanalystChristopherBollas termed 'the unthoughtknown'. Something
the subjectsenses, and upon which it acts, but which it cannot articulatein a
fully rationaldiscourse the intellectualdiscourse of artist's statements, for
If
the
subject could just say it, what would the point be of making
example.
of
it
art, saying throughart?Yet, at the same time, this 'unthoughtknown' is
something the subject knows, and needs to make and mould, so that it can
actively, but outside of intellectual discourse, participate in the cultural
process that leads to knowledge.21
Boldly, then, Bourgeois' Spiderengages a theoretical debate with Freud,
shifting this master's tendency to anteriority narratives back to where,
of Dreams,they emerge: in the visualpresent.22
accordingto TheInterpretation
This 'debate'with psychoanalysis,not a subjectionof her work to it, turnsthe
metaphorof the mind's house whose masterdoes not masterit, into a literal,
embodied, work of architecture.The 'arch' of the past is provided with the
roof ('tect') that leaks mother (through the eggs) and whose key dangles
uselessly inside.
The strong sense of mood, memory and mystery that all the Cellsemanate,
partakesof this realm of the unthoughtknown. Accountingfor them through
the words of the artist (alone), then, would do them a profoundinjustice. If
Bourgeois is such a strong spokeswomanfor her own work, it is because
thought,reason, is so very importantfor her art. The Cellsare the work of
Descartes' daughter,23grudginglytakingup Vitruvius'legacy in a revisionist
conceptionof architecturethat does not allow reductionto reason. But on the
roof of the FemmeMaisonstandsa woman; or, in other cases, on the top of a
woman's body standsa house. If she makes works so replete with childhood
memories, fragmented, allusive, but powerfully present narratives, it is
because she is also Freud'sfriend. She knows, even if many of her critics do
not, that listening to her is fine, but repeatingher words (only) reduces her
work to one side of a multifarious,multilayeredcomplexity.
These two narrativesforms of criticism- biographicaland psychoanalytical
- are differentin principle, yet similarin their deploymentof anteriority.In
the former, artist's statements are a most welcome source of information,
from which the story precedingthe work is then constructed- or, as the claim
goes, reconstructed.In the latter, the searchis for factsnot statements,even if
the factfinderwill often need to 'forget' the taboo on too explicit, hence,
conscious, pronouncementsby the artist.24
But the similarityis even more devastatingwhen we considerthe mode of

21. Both these authors use their respective
concepts to develop a notion of 'visual thought'
as a richer, thicker substitute for narrative. On
Walter Benjamin'sdevelopment of his concept
of thought-imagesand the ungraspedsymbolism,
see Weigel, Body-and Image-Space,esp. pp. 803. Bollas' account of the multiply-split
subjectivity in dreams is eminently apt to help
rethink psychoanalyticalcriticism of visual art,
ChristopherBollas, The Shadowof the Object:
and the UnthoughtKnown(Columbia
Psychoanalysis
University Press: New York, 1987).
22. Freud's work on visual art (in)famously falls
short of the visual impact of his theory. See, for
example, his essay on Leonardo. The argument I
am making here is at the core of Hubert
Damisch's essay on Piero della Francescain Un
souvenird'enfancepar Pierodella Francesca
(Editions du Seuil: Paris, 1997, to be published
in English by StanfordUniversity Press).
23. See ChristianeMeyer-Thoss, Louise
denfreienFall/
Bourgeois:Konstruktionenffur
DesigningforFreeFall (Amann Verlag: Zurich,
1992), pp. 68-75.
24. See my discussion of the problem of
intentional criticism, specificallyin relation to
narrative, in 'AbandoningAuthority: Svetlana
Alpers and Pictorial Agency', in Celestes
Brusati, Mak Meadow and Walter Melion
(eds.), TakingPicturesSeriously(in press).
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25. On the flawed logic of anteriority-based
'contextualism', e.g. Norman Bryson, 'Art in
Context', in Ralph Cohen (ed.), Studiesin
HistoricalChange(University of South Carolina
Press: Charlottesville, 1992), who draws on
JonathanCuller's justly famous author's preface
to his book Framingthe Sign: Criticismand its
Institutions(University of Oklahoma: Norman
and London, 1988).
26. The major impact of Krauss' proposal to
read Bourgeois' work in terms of part-object is
to suspend the opposition between abstract and
figurative. See esp. Krauss, Bachelors,pp. 54-5.
27. Lacan's analysistriggered an impassioned
debate, Jacques Lacan, 'Seminar on "The
Purloined Letter"', trans. Jeffrey Mehlman, in
John P. Muller and William J. Richardson
(eds.), The Purloined Poe: Lacan, Derrida &
Psychoanalytic Readings (Johns Hopkins University

Press: Baltimore, 1988), pp. 28-98. See Anne
Lowenthal (ed.), The Objectas Subject:Studiesin
the Interpretation
of Still Life (Princeton University
Press: Princeton, 1996) and esp. Hanneke
Grootenboer's superb discussion of trompe
l'oeil painting in Towardsa Non-Perceptual
Modeof
and Trompel'Oeil
Looking:Lacan,Merleau-Ponty
Painting(University of Rochester: Rochester,
NY, 1999).
28. See Deleuze's updating discussion of
Leibniz's ideas on perception: Gilles Deleuze,
The Fold:Leibnizand the Baroque,foreword and
trans. Tom Conley (University of Minnesota
Press: Minneapolis, 1993). Also, Serres on
Leibnizianmathematics: Michel Serres, Le systeme
de Leibnizet ses modelesmathematiques,
vol. 1: La
communication
(Presses Universitairesde France:
Paris, 1968). For the relevance of baroque
mathematics and especially, baroque scale for
contemporary art, see my QuotingCaravaggio.

reasoning that underlies anteriority in each. As has been argued often enough,
the relation between facts and works can only be alleged if it is unavowedly
based on a deterministic fallacy which fails to account for the logic of framing
inherent in such reasonings. Hence, even on the terms of explicit, rational
logic, anteriority narratives fail to achieve an account of the work.25
As a consequence, in any deployment of narrative based on such forms of
anteriority, one can only face contradiction. To anticipate my conclusion
concerning the meaning and impact of Spideras a theoretical object, I submit
that Bourgeois' work embodies that contradiction, indicts it, then traverses it,
to move beyond it and propose a different kind of narrativity. Iconographically
speaking, her work is non- or even anti-figurative. At the same time, it is far
from abstract. Wildly figurative in fact, it nevertheless precludes an analysis
that relies on figuration. It is as bodily as it is, and as such it is unreadable. In
this sense, it militates against iconographic 'reading off the page' or translation
according to a dictionary-based mode of reading.26
True, the spider that hovers over the cage in Spider, is indeed a spider, a
representation of one. In combination with its realistic shape, its hyperbolic
size insists on that. But here the trouble begins, for this hyperbole makes it
unreadable again. How do we get beyond tautology? This spider is a spider. It
thus marks the futility of figurative, realistic reading. Secondly, the spider's
size recalls Freud's witty remark on the unreadability of widely printed letters
on a map. This remark was taken up by Lacan - but by Edgar Allen Poe before
him - in his analysis of the over-zealous prefect of the Paris police. This good
fellow was unable to find a compromising letter because it was not hidden but
displayed before his nose, pulling his nose, as it were.27 Spidermakes the case
for such blindness due to scale, integrating a Freudian with a scientific
argument that goes back to Leibnizian mathematics.28
But this integration is itself a good case for the kind of topological reasoning
that fills this scientific engagement with baroque thought. It is on this level that
Spider challenges the use of anteriority narrative as flawed reasoning. For
topology destroys linearity by making embedding, not sequence, a principle of
narrative time. Embedding, an enfolding of one thing within another, a body
within a body within a house. Each element of Spidercomprises both itself and
the whole of which it is a part. This is not simply a move away from narrative
to architecture, but the invention of an architecture that encompasses the very
material out of which it also consists: sculpture, bodiliness, narrative. As a
result of subjecting the spider and its cell - and its viewer - to a revision of
scale that precludes visibility, and to a figuration of repression - a theorizing,
not an acting out of it - what emerges is, precisely, a spider that makes the
point that anteriority narratives inhere in it, yet remain out of reach. Thus,
Bourgeois the artist 'explains' here why the statements of Bourgeois the
person, serious and to-the-point as they are, cannot, must not, stand in for a
critical engagement with her work. They are just additional narratives, which
change as they travel through time.
This third point is a fourth move away from the representational bias the
spider first solicited, paradoxically figured, or configured, in the spider's
position in Spider.To put it simply, the huge spider cannot be isolated from the
round cell of woven steel. The basket filled with eggs is both her body and her
yield. She is not just hovering over the cage, but once we look from inside the
cage which we should, but most often cannot- the ceiling is and is not the
spider's body, the part of it that lays eggs, that projects a future beyond
anteriority.
Countering as they do the translation of elements into words, works like
OXFORD
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the Cells in particular, with their dense self-enclosure and complexly
structuredunity, insist on the failure of element-by-elementtranslationfor
renderingor explainingthe work as a whole. Elementsthat solicit biographical
commentary- such as the spider, whose obsessivepresence compels viewers
to wonder what it means - become particularlytroublesome for such
translationwhen they loom over a richly inhabitedCellof which they are an
inherent part even if they do not constitute it entirely.
Moreover, the historyof twentieth-centurysculpturethat Bourgeois'work
is often saidto encompassdoes not allow us to box this art into any of its main
currents.29 Here, it is not the active anti-figurative thrust performed by means
of figuration, but the active dialogic attitude in the work that precludes a
narrative of art history in terms of 'influence'. Indeed, it is possible, and has
been done effectively, to analyse Bourgeois' work in relation to all successive
phases of modern sculpture from Rodin through Brancusi, Picasso, and
Abstract Expressionism to postmodernism.30
Rodin's unfinished surfaces, Brancusi's excessively polished ones, Picasso's
refusal of perspective, Abstract Expressionism's insistence on bypassing
figuration in self-expression, Postmodernism's refusal of the latter and its
recycling, instead, of the exterior past in non-autographic modes: Spiderspeaks
of it all. But it cannot be reduced to any one of these ideas. The relations
between Spiderand these predecessors can be pinpointed as meaningful; but it
is harder to define what kind of relations they are. For, as soon as one takes a
closer look at the nature of these relations, they turn out to be ambivalent. Far
from being 'influenced' by it, the artist 'discusses' her visual and artistic
environment, past or present; she does not step in for the ride but 'explains'
why she does not.
As one recent critic has it, 'if Bourgeois's work has become canonical, its
specific position within the canon remains indeterminate [. . .]'.3 However, I
would prefer to consider the way the art itself engages, criticizes, and leaves
behind the major trends of twentieth-century sculpture as what most sharply
defines her work. For, in this domain as well, the work not only undermines
(art-historical) narratives of anteriority, but also offers alternatives for them.
Thus it re-articulates the notion of 'influence' itself, its passivity, its grounding
in anteriority that mortifies the later artist and locks him or her up in an
oedipally tinted rivalry. More productive than the idea of influence allows, it
lays the past's eggs.32
Moreover, attempts to position Bourgeois within the art of the century that
her work is so frequently said to span, lose their appeal as articulations of what
defines her work as soon as one becomes aware of other art-historical
relationships, such as, most notoriously, with the Baroque.33 In sculpture after
Picasso and Brancusi, such connections break the timeline that informs the
ideology of evolution. And once the homogenous timeline of development is
broken by such relationships to older art, these, too, become dialogic rather
than of influence. As I argued elsewhere,34 it is precisely through Bourgeois'
relationship to baroque sculpture that she offers a radically innovative
exploration of sculptural narrativity - in dialogue with both modernism and
the Baroque. And the form of this exploration is architectural: in three
dimensions, a topologically structured spatiality turned paradoxical by flipping
of scale; she builds a baroque chapel, but one in which the body is inside and
outside at the same time. By the same token, this relationship itself, as a
revision of the way we tend to look at art, rethinks historicism and its narrative
compulsions.
In addition, then, to such dialogical engagements with past art, or through
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Sculpture(MIT Press: Cambridge, MA, 1977).
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Crone and Graf Schaesberg, Louise Bourgeois,

pp. 71-80.
31. Mignon Nixon, 'The Critical Negation of
Louise Bourgeois', in 'Reconsidering Louise
Bourgeois' symposium, Courtauld Institute of

Art, November 1998.
32. Michael Baxandallmade this argument long
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of 'influence' in Patterns of Intention: On the
Historical Meaning of Pictures (Yale University

Press: New Haven and London, 1985).
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35. One of the consequences of this point for
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Bal, Narratology: Introduction to the Theory of

Narrative(University of Toronto Press: Toronto,
2nd (revised) edn. 1997).
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How to Do Things with
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York, 1992]). The theatrical resonances of the
term should not be ignored either.
37. See Margaret Morse, Virtualities: Television,
Media, Art, and Cyberculture(Indiana University

Press: Bloomington, IN, 1998), esp. pp. 3-35.

them, narrative in or with Spidershifts its focus from anteriority to the work's
present, to its Jetz-zeit. This more promising but also more complex strand of
narrative reasoning concerns the relationship between sculpture and the
viewer, or more precisely, the act of viewing. If viewing is an act, deployed in
a process of interaction, then the account of that process takes a narrative
form. For, if narrative is an account deployed in time of a series of related
events which, in turn, occur in time, then the process in which the viewer
stands before, or where sculpture is concerned, walks around the object and is
infused by the effects and affects it emanates, can only be reconstructed,
analysed, and criticized in a form that renders that movement through time.3
Spiderboth requires and 'thematizes' this processual narrativity, as I will call
it here. This narrativity is more than an alternative to the anteriority-based
narrative modes. It provides these modes with a critical commentary as well as
with more 'thickness'; another layer of narrative meaning that may resolve
some of the conflicts that burden these modes. The sculptures, and Spider
specifically, tell a story of visual engagement which, although anchored in the
past of the moment of viewing, proposes the act of viewing in the present as an
active recall of this past. Thus, overruling anteriority, the sculptures reactivate
old stories in new moments.
In this context, another related aspect of narrative that Bourgeois revitalizes
in highly significant ways shifts narrative even more prominently into a
different temporality. This aspect is grounded in the sense-based bodiliness of
the specific present that each act of viewing produces and shapes. Here, the
substance of narrative is not so much the process of viewing as the work
imagines and offers it in fictional form, but the actual 'utterance' or
'enunciation' that it performs in a temporality rigorously located in the
present. Unlike the second narrative, the processualone staged by the artist,
and unlike the first, the anterioritynarrative imagined by the critic, this third,
performativenarrative is done by the viewer. It blurs the distinction between
narrative as it is traditionally construed and drama in the Aristotelian sense of
action. But it also revises the idea of narrative in such a way that it is able to
specify narrative present-ing, the making present through narrative, of a reality
that is more than fictional.36
Although fantasy-based and appealing to fantasy, this reality is offered as
utterly important, indeed, vital for our need to integrate into today's real
world that is so increasingly informed by what is called virtual reality. We can
aptly call the embodied present reality 'told' by Spideras 'virtual' according to
the broad but culturally important definition of virtuality as 'fictions of
presence'.37 Thus, rather than being overruled by a pre-established narrative
that subordinates it to convention, Spider helps us to understand its own
cultural contribution by helping us to understand aspects of narrative itself.
And this, I insist - here is the point of the question of narrative - Spiderdoes
by foregrounding its most notorious visual aspects, in the way these embody
the tenacious refusal of the dichotomies that rule our culture. On all levels of
Bourgeois' work's visuality- and that is where the 'unthought known' resides
- it
categorically rejects those dichotomies, between mind and body,
abstraction and figuration, visuality and tactility, flatness and volume, time and
space. These fundamental dichotomies generate other more directly
recognized dichotomies such as male-female and white-black, but also the
ones that tend to prevent visual art from achieving its effectivity as thought:
oppositions that cast visual art as spatial, and narrative as temporal, confining
each to a restricted domain of visual body and narrative mind, hence,
semiotically disabling both.38 Spider, like many of Bourgeois' other works,
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integrates a strong and embodied visuality with a story-telling activity that does
not allow one to take over the other. What holds all the poles together so that
they are no longer opposites but mates, is the architectural sense of habitat that
shelters us while we contribute, in real time, to building it. The interplay of
light and form is thickened with an interplay of time and space, played inside
and out.

38. For a tenacious recurrence of these
dichotomies in discussions of visual art, see
W. J. T. Mitchell, Iconology:Image,Text, Ideology
(University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1985).
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